Congratulations to all of the Winners & Finalists of The 2014 USA Best Book Awards!

Read the PRESS RELEASE for the 2014 USA Best Book Awards
Enter The 2015 USA Best Book Awards (Our 12th Annual Awards!)
E-MAIL USA Book News

Categories are listed alphabetically. All finalists are of equal merit.

Animals/Pets: General

Winner
Boston Terrier (Animal Planet Dogs 101) by Patricia F. Lehman
TFH Publications, Inc.
978-0793837328

Finalist
An Animal Life: The Beginning by Howard Krum
Fluid Design Foundation
978-0-9884885-0-2
Animals/Pets: Narrative Non-Fiction

Winner
Wild Among Us: True Adventures of a Female Wildlife Photographer who Stalks Bears, Wolves, Mountain Lions, Wild Horses and Other Elusive Wildlife by Pat Toth-Smith
Pat Toth-Smith Photography
978-0-98925130-3

Finalist
If My Mom Were a Platypus: Mammal Babies and Their Mothers by Dia L. Michels
Science, Naturally!
978-1-938492-11-2

Finalist
Old Dog Haven: Every Old Dog Has a Story to Tell by Ardeth De Vries
Bennett & Hastings
978-1934733051

Finalist
Our Most Treasured Tails, Sixty Years of Pet Rescue by Kate J. Kuligowski
Our Guys Publishing Company
978-0-615-0228-08

Finalist
Rescue Me: Tales of Rescuing the Dogs Who Became our Teachers, Healers, and Always Faithful Friends by Val Silver and Team Rescue
Valerie Silver
978-1493791453

Finalist
Through Frankie's Eyes: One woman's journey to her authentic self, and the dog on wheels who led the way by Barbara Techel
Joyful Paw Prints Press
978-09800052-9-2

Anthologies: Non-Fiction

Winner
Risking Everything: A Freedom Summer Reader edited by Michael Edmonds
Wisconsin Historical Society Press
978-0-87020-678-8

Finalist
Shaking Behind the Microphone, Overcoming the Fear of Public Speaking by Jill Ammon Vanderwood
Brighton's Mountain Books-printed by CreateSpace
978-1490941219

Finalist
You Are Here: The WriteGirl Journey edited by Keren Taylor
WriteGirl Publications
978-0-9837081-2-4

Art

Winner
The White House: Its Historic Furnishing and First Families by Betty C. Monkman
White House Historical Association
978-0-7892-1179-8

Finalist
Art of the Sleeping Bear Dunes: Transforming Nature into Art edited by Linda Young, with essays by Jerry Dennis and Kathleen Stocking
Leelanau Press
978-0974208844

Finalist
Berta and Elmer Hader: A Lifetime of Art by Joy Hoerner Rich, Karen Tolley, John Waller and Judy Waller
Joyful Productions
978-0-9891087-0-6

Finalist
Jersey Shore Impressionists: The Fascination of Sun and Sea 1880-1940 by Roy Pedersen
Down The Shore Publishing
978-1-59322-073-0

Finalist
Matthew Troyan: His Spirit & His Art by Robert H. Baker
RHB Publishing
978-0-615-97906-9

Finalist
Michael Cheval's Dreams: Love and Romance by Stanford Apseloff
Ohio Distinctive Publishing
978-1-936772-16-2

Finalist
Watercolor: One Person's Teaching on Watercolor Painting and Becoming an Artist Along With a Gallery of His Work by Ted Keller
**Autobiography/Memoir**

**Winner**
*If Only You People Could Follow Directions* by Jessica Hendry Nelson  
*Counterpoint Press*  
978-1619022331

**Finalist**
*Both Sides Now: A True Story of Love, Loss, and Bold Living* by Nancy Sharp  
*Books & Books Press*  
978-0983937869

*Finalist*  
*Tasting Home: Coming of Age in the Kitchen* by Judith Newton  
*She Writes Press*  
978-1-98314-03-2

**Finalist**  
*Warrior Mother: Fierce Love, Unbearable Loss and the Rituals that Heal* by Sheila K. Collin, Ph.D.  
*She Writes Press*  
978-1-938314-46-9

**Finalist**  
*Winds of Skilak: A Tale of True Grit, True Love and Survival in the Alaskan Wilderness* by Bonnie Rose Ward  
*Two Harbors Press*  
978-1-62652-471-2

**Best Cover Design: Fiction**

**Winner**  
*The Selkie Sorceress* by Sophie Moss  
*Sea Rose Publishing*  
978-0615801056

**Finalist**  
*A Life in Books: The Rise and Fall of Bleu Mobley* by Warren Lehrer  
*Goff Books*  
978-1-939621-02-3

**Finalist**  
*Flesh on the Bone* by Karen Schutte  
*Green Spring Publishing*  
978-0-9904095-0-2

**Finalist**  
*Solomon's Whisper* by Sandra Brannan  
*Greenleaf Book Group*  
978-1-62634-119-7

**Best Cover Design: Non-Fiction**

**Winner**  
*My Fellow Americans: Scouting, Diversity, and the U.S. Presidency* by David C. Scott  
*WindRush Publishers*  
978-098599970-3

**Finalist**  
*A Thinker's Daily Challenge (Volume 1)* by Ken Havelock  
*Howlite Press*  
978-0-9834802-0-4

**Finalist**  
*Stress Pandemic: 9 Natural Steps to Break the Cycle of Stress & Thrive* by Paul Huljich  
*MWellA Publishing*  
978-0-9848204-0-5

**Finalist**  
*The Art of Competition* by Mark Allen  
*Grip Press*  
978-0-9895115-1-3

**Best Interior Design**

**Winner**  
*Tweeting Da Vinci* by Ann. C. Pizzorusso  
*Da Vinci Press*  
978-1940613000

**Finalist**  
*My Fellow Americans: Scouting, Diversity, and the U.S. Presidency* by David C. Scott  
*WindRush Publishers*  
978-098599970-3

**Finalist**  
*Analemma Press*  
978-0-9833804-7-4
Best New Fiction

Winner
A Life in Books: The Rise and Fall of Bleu Mobley by Warren Lehrer
Goff Books
978-1-939621-02-3

Finalist
Confessions of a Self-Help Writer: The Journal of Michael Enzo by Benjamin DeHaven
Lagniappe Publishing
978-0989912686

Finalist
From Finland with Love, A Novel by Ellie Alanko
Libra Publications
978-0989427210

Finalist
Saving Babe Ruth by Tom Swyers
Hillcrest House Publishing
978-1941440001

Finalist
Tim Cratchit's Christmas Carol: The Sequel to the Celebrated Dickens Classic by Jim Piecuch
Simon & Schuster
978-1-4767-6617-1

Best New Non-Fiction

Winner
Stress Pandemic: 9 Natural Steps to Break the Cycle of Stress & Thrive by Paul Huljich
MWellA Publishing
978-0-9848204-0-5

Finalist
Fibromyalgia and Other Chronic Painful Conditions Second Edition: The Patient's Guide and Survival Manual for Obtaining Proper and Effective Medical Care by Jeffrey B. Loomer, M.D., FACP, FACR
Mystery Doc Publishing, LLC
978-0-9849204-3-0

Finalist
The King of Casinos: Willie Martello and the El Rey Club by Andy Martello
Just a Martello Books
978-0615894591

Finalist
Tweeting Da Vinci by Ann. C. Pizzorusso
Da Vinci Press
978-1940613000

Biography: General

Winner
The King of Casinos: Willie Martello and the El Rey Club by Andy Martello
Just a Martello Books
978-0615894591

Finalist
Day of the Elephants by Ron Swager & Ed Chinn
Reel Marketing Systems, LLC
978-0-615-82777-3

Finalist
Fireball: Carole Lombard and the Mystery of Flight 3 by Robert Matzen
GoodKnight Books
978-0-9899025-1-2

Finalist
Literary Legends of the British Isles: The Lives & Burial Places of 50 Great Writers by Michael Thomas Barry
Schiffer
978-0764344381

Finalist
Matthew Troyan: His Spirit & His Art by Robert H. Baker
RHB Publishing
978-0-615-97906-9

Business: Careers

Winner
Talent Wants to Be Free: Why We Should Learn to Love Leaks, Raids and Free Riding by Orly Lobel
Yale University Press
978-0300166279

Finalist
An American Crisis: Veterans Unemployment – Stand by Them, How You Can Help, Solutions by Mark Baird
Inspired Authors Press, LLC
978-0-9840462-3-2
Finalist  
BrandingPays: The Five-Step System to Reinvent Your Personal Brand by Karen Kang  
BrandingPays Media  
978-0-9884375-0-0

Finalist  
EDGY Conversations: How Ordinary People Can Achieve Outrageous Success by Dan Waldschmidt  
Next Century Publishing  
978-0-9895331-0-2

Finalist  
Sensei Mentor Teacher Coach: Powerful Leadership for Leaderless Times by Kris Wilder and Lawrence A. Kane  
Stickman Publications  
978-1495407161

Finalist  
The Resume Coloring Book by Lea McLeod  
Lea McLeod  
978-0-9913287-1-0

**Business: Communications/Public Relations**

**Winner**  
BrandingPays: The Five-Step System to Reinvent Your Personal Brand by Karen Kang  
BrandingPays Media  
978-0-9884375-0-0

**Business: Enterpreneurship & Small Business**

**Winner**  
Heed Your Call: Integrating Myth, Science, Spirituality, and Business by David M. Howitt  
Atria/Beyond Words  
978-1582704845

Finalist  
EDGY Conversations: How Ordinary People Can Achieve Outrageous Success by Dan Waldschmidt  
Next Century Publishing  
978-0-9895331-0-2

Finalist  
Hunting in a Farmer's World by John F. Dini  
Gardendale Press  
978-0-9790531-1-5

Finalist  
Secret to Startup Failure: Fail Fast. Fail Cheap. Fail Happy. by Sonia Lin  
EntrepreNo's  
978-0-9914265-0-8

Finalist  
The Predictable Profits Playbook: The Entrepreneur's Guide to Dominating Any Market and Staying on Top by Charles E. Gaudet II  
Telemachus Press  
978-1940745169

Finalist  
The Responsible Entrepreneur: Four Game-Changing Archetypes for Founders, Leaders and Impact Investors by Carol Sanford  
Wiley/Jossey-Bass  
978-1118910757

**Business: General**

**Winner**  
CODE HALOS: How the Digital Lives of People, Things, and Organizations are Changing the Rules of Business by Malcolm Frank, Paul Roehrig and Ben Pring  
Wiley  
978-1-118-86207-0

Finalist  
EGO vs. EQ: How Top Leaders Beat 8 Ego Traps With Emotional Intelligence by Jen Shirkani  
Bibliomotion, books + media  
978-1-937134-76-1

Finalist  
HR's Seat at the Table: How to Lead the Conversations and Deliver the Talent that Drives Strategic Results by Jack H. Cage, Ph.D. and Laura E. Larson  
Leap for Words  
978-1-940687-53-7

Finalist  
The Age of the Customer: Prepare for the Moment of Relevance by Jim Blasingame  
SBN Books  
978-0-9709278-2-8

Finalist  
The Next Crash: How Short-Term Profit Seeking Trumps Airline Safety by Amy L. Fraher  
Cornell University Press  
978-0-8014-5285-7

Finalist  
The Process Improvement Handbook: A Blueprint for Managing Change and Increasing Organizational Performance by Tristan Boutros and Tim Purdie  
McGraw Hill Education
Business: Management and Leadership

Winner
The Idea Driven Organization: Unlocking the Power in Bottom-Up Ideas by Alan G. Robinson and Dean M. Schroeder
Barrett-Koehler Publishers, Inc.
978-1-62656-123-6

Finalist
EGO vs. EQ: How Top LeadersBeat 8 Ego Traps With Emotional Intelligence by Jen Shirkani
Bibliomotion, books + media
978-1-937134-76-1

Finalist
HR's Seat at the Table: How to Lead the Conversations and Deliver the Talent that Drives Strategic Results by Jack H. Cage, Ph.D. and Laura E. Larson
Leap for Words
978-1-940687-53-7

Finalist
The Age of the Customer: Prepare for the Moment of Relevance by Jim Blasingame
SBN Books
978-0-9709278-2-8

Finalist
The Conscious Leader: Nine Principles and Practices to Create a Wide-Awake and Productive Workplace by Dr. Shelley Reciniello
LID Publishing, Inc.
978-0985268446

Finalist
The Process Improvement Handbook: A Blueprint for Managing Change and Increasing Organizational Performance by Tristan Boutros and Tim Purdie
McGraw Hill Education
978-0071817660

Business: Marketing & Advertising

Winner
Epic Content Marketing: How to Tell a Different Story, Break Through the Clutter, and Win More Customers by Marketing Less by Joe Pulizzi
McGraw Hill
978-0071818939

Finalist
Romancing the Brand by Tim Halloran
Jossey-Bass
978-1118612899

Finalist
The Age of the Customer: Prepare for the Moment of Relevance by Jim Blasingame
SBN Books
978-0-9709278-2-8

Finalist
The Old Rush: Marketing for Gold in The Age of Aging by Peter Hubbell
LID Publishing, Inc.
978-0985268460

Finalist
The Predictable Profits Playbook: The Entrepreneur's Guide to Dominating Any Market and Staying on Top by Charles E. Gaudet II
Telemachus Press
978-1940745169

Business: Motivational

Winner
How Do I Keep My Employees Motivated? The Practice of Empathy-Based Management by George Langelett
River Grove Books (Greenleaf Book Group)
978-1-938416-76-6

Finalist
Living Leadership by Thomas Smith
Alternate Publishing
978-0692249659

Business: Personal Finance/Investing

Winner
Dual Momentum Investing: An Innovative Strategy for Higher Returns with Lower Risk by Gary Antonacci
McGraw-Hill
978-0071849449

Finalist
Stop Flushing Your Money Down the Drain by David A. Thyfault
Book Crafters
978-1-937862-63-6
Business: Real Estate

Winner
Instant Experience for Real Estate Agents by David A. Thyfault
Book Crafters
978-1-937862-62-6

Business: Reference

Winner
Innovative Leaders Workbook for Implementing Analytics Programs by Maureen Metcalf & James Brenza
Integral Publishers
978-0-9904419-2-2

Finalist
How Do I Keep My Employees Motivated? The Practice of Empathy-Based Management by George Langelett
River Grove Books (Greenleaf Book Group)
978-1-938416-76-6

Finalist
How to Find Chinese Investors, Agents & Clients for Your EB-5 Projects & Services: A Practical Guide for Regional Centers, Attorneys, Developers and Businessmen by Dr. Gregory Finkelson
American Corporate Services, Inc.
978-0989945509

Finalist
Insider's Guide to Music Licensing by Brian Tarquin
Allworth Press
978-1621533962

Business: Sales

Winner
Sell or Be Sold: How To Get Your Way in Business and in Life by Grant Cardone
Greenleaf Book Group
978-1-60832-256-5

Finalist
Real World Selling Strategies: The Art of the Selling Conversation by Hal Thorsvig and James Hayden
CreateSpace
978-0-615603537

Finalist
Selling Energy: Inspiring Ideas That Get More Products Approved by Mark Jewell with Rachel Christenson
Energy Efficiency Funding Group
978-1-941991-00-8

Finalist
The Age of the Customer: Prepare for the Moment of Relevance by Jim Blasingame
SBN Books
978-0-9709278-2-8

Business: Writing & Publishing

Winner
The Seven Step Guide to Authorpreneurship by Rochelle Carter
EverFaith Press
978-1937844745

Finalist
Breadcrumbs for Beginners: Following the Writing Trail by Dr. Sherry L. Meinberg
Balboa Press
978-1-4525-7166-9

Finalist
Elderwriters: Celebrate Your Life! A Guide for Creating Your Own Personal Legacy Document by Sue Barocas
CreateSpace
978-1484825648

Finalist
Snappy Sassy Salty: Wise Words for Authors and Writers by Judith Briles
Mile High Press
978-1-885331-49-6
Children’s Educational

Winner
The SMART Playbook: Game-changing life skills for a modern world by Suzanne M. Wind
Modern Grace Publishing
978-1495211621

Finalist
A New Take on ABCs - S is for Smiling Sunrise: An Alphabet Book of Goodness, Beauty, and Wonder by Vick Wadhwa
Wordsbright
978-1-940229126

Finalist
Arizona Agriculture: Bee’s Amazing Adventure by Bonnie Apperson Jacobs and Terri Mainwaring incooperation with the University of Arizona College of Agriculture and Life Sciences Cooperative Extension and Maricopa County Farm Bureau
Little Five Star, a division of Five Star Publications, Inc.
978-1-58985-267-9

Finalist
My Doctor and Me ABC by Dr. Stephanie Cox, illustrated by Emily Burger
CreateSpace
978-1492919087

Finalist
Saving Cinderella: Fairy Tales and Children in the 21st Century by Rachel Hope Crossman
The Apocryphile Press
978-1-940671-31-4

Finalist
Street Sense: Smart Self-Defense for 4th & 5th Graders by Lila Reyna
Bookstand Publishing
978-1-61863-376-7

Finalist
Tools At Work! written and illustrated by Matthew Johnson
Marco Products
978-1575432816

Children’s Fiction

Winner
Red Berries, White Clouds, Blue Sky by Sandra Dallas
Sleeping Bear Press
978-1585369065

Finalist
Horse Raid: The Making of a Warrior by Paul Goble
Wisdom Tales Press
978-1-937786-25-0

Finalist
Olivia Brophie and the Sky Island by Christopher Tozier
Pineapple Press, Inc.
978-1561646907

Finalist
The Orchard of Hope by Amy Neftzger
Fog Ink
978-1940894034

Finalist
Travels with Gannon & Wyatt: Botswana by Patti Wheller and Keith Hemstreet
Greenleaf Book Group
978-1608325866

Finalist
Travels with Gannon & Wyatt: Egypt by Patti Wheller and Keith Hemstreet
Greenleaf Book Group
978-1608325610

Finalist
Travels with Gannon & Wyatt: Great Bear Rainforest by Patti Wheller and Keith Hemstreet
Greenleaf Book Group
978-1608325894

Children’s Mind/Body/Spirit

Winner
Mama Yoga and the Story of Namaste by Susanna Stratford, illustrated by Alex Langenstein
Mama Yoga’s Kids
978-0-9961062-0-7

Finalist
Bucket Filling from A to Z: The Key to Being Happy by Carol McCloud and Caryn Butzke, illustrated by Glenn Zimmer
Glenn Zimmer
978-1933326134
Children's Non-Fiction

Winner
The Girl Who Gave Her Wish Away by Sharon Babineau
Bettie Young Book Publishers
978-1-936332-96-0

Finalist
"Giraffe-Neck Girl" Make Friends With Different Cultures by Jackie Chase
AdventureTravelPress.com
978-1-937630-36-2

Finalist
Street Sense: Smart Self-Defense for 4th & 5th Graders by Lila Reyna
Bookstand Publishing
978-1-61863-376-7

Children's Novelty & Gift Book

Winner
Your Kids: Cooking! A recipe for turning ordinary kids into extraordinary cooks by Barbara Brandt, M.Ed.
Pukka Publishing, LLC
978-0-9825952-1-3

Finalist
Bubble Tubbie (Gift Set) by Epiphany Schwarz
Black Catapult Publishing
978-0-9852920-0-3

Finalist
Tooth Fairy Chronicles: A Toothless Keepsake for Boys and Girls - Kit by Tina Cambio
Banana Peel Press, LLC
978-0-9896028-7-7

Finalist
Once Upon Alaska: A Kid's Photo Book, photography by Mark Kelley, rhyming verse by Nick Jans
Mark Kelley
978-1880865200

Children's Picture Book: Hardcover Fiction

Winner
The Pandas and Their Chopsticks and Other Animal Stories by Demi
Wisdom Tales Press
978-1-937786-16-8

Finalist
Early Birdy Gets the Worm by Bruce Lansky, illustrated by Bill Bolton
Meadowbrook Press
978-1-442-49176-2

Finalist
Never Say a Mean Word Again: A Tale from Medieval Spain by Jacqueline Jules, illustrated by D. Yael Bernhard
Wisdom Tales Press
978-1-937786-20-5

Finalist
Once Upon Alaska: A Kid's Photo Book, photography by Mark Kelley, rhyming verse by Nick Jans
Mark Kelley
978-1880865200
Children's Picture Book: Hardcover Non-Fiction

Winner
Waltzes with Giants, The Twilight Journey of the North Atlantic Right Whale by Peter C. Stone
Skyhorse Publishing
978-1-62087-106-5

Finalist
A New Take on ABCs - S is for Smiling Sunrise: An Alphabet Book of Goodness, Beauty, and Wonder by Vick Wadhwa
Wordsbright
978-1940229216

Finalist
Everyone Prays: Celebrating Faith Around the World by Alexis York Lumbard, illustrated by Alireza Sadeghian
Wisdom Tales
978-1-937786-19-9

Finalist
Rags, Hero Dog of WWI: A True Story by Margot Theis Raven, illustrated by Petra Brown
Sleeping Bear Press
978-1585362585

Finalist
The Prairie That Nature Built by Marybeth Lorbiecki, illustrated by Cathy Morrison
Dawn Publications
978-1-58469-491-5

Children's Picture Book: Softcover Fiction

Winner
Stumble Trip Fall by Robert Scully
PSST! Books
978-0988858916

Finalist
Monster in the Rocks by Conrad J. Storad, illustrated by Nathaniel P. Jensen
Bobolink Media, Inc.
1-891795-65-1

Finalist
Neo the Cool Cat by Josh Prigge & Minha Park
Larv & Mib
978-0-989095-1-1

Finalist
Take the Dog Out! by Lynne Dempsey, illustrated by Mandy Newham-Cobb
Lynne Dempsey
978-0-999787-2-2

Finalist
The Mouse and the Meadow written and illustrated by Chad Wallace
Dawn Publications
978-1-58469-492-3

Children's Picture Book: Softcover Non-Fiction

Winner
And the Crowd goes Wild: A Global Gathering of Sports Poems edited by Carol-Ann Hoyter and Heidi Bee Roemer, illustrated by Kevin Sylvester
Friesen Press
978-1770979536

Finalist
The Swamp Where Gator Hides by Marianne Berkes, illustrated by Roberta Baird
Dawn Publications
978-1-58469-496-0

Finalist
We Are from One Planet by Paulette Kouffman Sherman
Parachute Jump Publishing
978-0-9888905-7-7
Children’s Religious

Winner
Mahavira: The Hero of Nonviolence by Manoj Jain, illustrated by Demi
Wisdom Tales Press
978-1-937786-21-2

Finalist
Everyone Prays: Celebrating Faith Around the World by Alexis York Lumbard, illustrated by Alireza Sadeghian
Wisdom Tales Press
978-1-937786-19-9

Finalist
I Am Strong! I Am Smart! By Fay A. Klingler, illustrated by Briana Shawcroft
Nutrire Fiducia Productions, LLC
978-0-9897871-0-9

Finalist
Si, Mama, Si, Papa by Nancy Scalabroni, illustrated by Terri Kelleher
Mascot Books
978-1-62086-497-5

College Guides

Winner
Distance Learning: Is it Right for You? by Patricia Pedraza-Nafziger
Geek Girl Publishing
978-0-9899042-0-9

Finalist
Your Guide to Succeed in University by Aly Madhavji
Smashwords
978-0-9921028-0-7

Cookbooks: General

Winner
Gluten-Free 101: The Essential Beginner’s Guide to Easy Gluten-Free Cooking by Carol Fenster
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
978-1-118-53912-5

Finalist
For the Love of Paprika by John Czingula
EdenLili Publishing Company LLC
978-0-9893130-0-1

Finalist
Superfood Juices & Smoothies: 100 Delicious and Mega-Nutritious Recipes from the World’s Most Powerful Superfoods by Tina Leigh, C.H.H.C.
Fair Winds Press
978-1-59233-604-3

Finalist
The Ultimate Anti-Cancer Cookbook by Pam Braun
Rare Bird Books
978-0968745612

Finalist
Visionary Kitchen: A Cookbook for Eye Health by Sandra Young, OD
Beyond Carrots & Kale, LLC
978-0-615-86697-0

Cookbooks: International

Winner
Zing! By Gorji—New Mediterranean Cuisine: Bold, Balanced, Simple & Savory by Mansour Gorji
TasteWonders
978-0-9884897-0-7

Cookbooks: Regional

Winner
Daisy Cakes, Share a Slice of Love by Kim Daisy
Lydia Inglett, Ltd. Book Publishing
978-1938417153

Current Events

Winner
Surviving Sandy: Long Beach Island and the Greatest Storm of the Jersey Shore by Scott Mazzella
Down The Shore Publishing
978-1-59322-079-2

Finalist
America Needs America’s Energy: Creating Together the People’s Energy Plan by Mark A. Stansberry
Brown Books Publishing Group
978-1-61254-071-9

Finalist
Waking Up White, and Finding Myself in the Story of Race by Debby Irving
Elephant Room Press
978-0-9913313-0-7
Education/Academic

**Winner**

Information Today, Inc.
978-1-57387-481-6

**Finalist**

*100+ Native American Women Who Changed the World* by KB Schaller
The Peppertree Press
978-1-61493-216-1

*Identifying Critical Content: Classroom Techniques to Help Students Know What is Important* by Deana Senn, Amber C. Rutherford and Robert J. Marzano
Learning Sciences International
978-1-94-111200-7

*Online Classes That Work! Discovering the Secrets to Teaching Online* by William S. Hettinger, Ph.D.
Effective E-Learning
978-0-9755026-1-7

**Finalist**

*School Safety 101* by John Matthews
CSI Publishing
978-0-9898556-1-8

*The Next Digital Scholar: A Fresh Approach to the Common Core State Standards in Research and Writing* edited by James P. Purdy and Randall McClure
Information Today, Inc.
978-1-57387-495-3

**Finalist**

*The Refractive Thinker: Vol VIII: Effective Practices for Motivation and Communication* edited by Dr. Cheryl Lentz
The Refractive Thinker® Press
978-0-9840054-1-3

Fiction: African-American

**Winner**

*In Search of the Rabbit Man* by Jon-Michael Hamilton
CreateSpace
978-1493743612

**Finalist**

*Blue Butterfly* by Marian L. Thomas
L.B. Publishing
978-0-9848967-5-2

*Deflowered Lyric* by JJ Staples
Beckham Publications Group
978-0990590408

**Finalist**

*Jaded* by Rhonda Eason
The Wild Rose Press
978-1628304503

Fiction: Anthologies

**Winner**

*Chiral Mad 2, edited by Michael Bailey*
Written Backwards
978-1494239978

**Finalist**

*41 Strange* by Diane Doniol-Valcroze & Arthur K. Flam
Diane Doniol-Valcroze & Arthur K. Flam
978-0-615979359

Fiction: Chick Lit/Women's Lit

**Winner**

*Fighting For You* by Sydney Landon
Penguin Publishing
978-0451-468956

**Finalist**

*in Polyester Pajamas* by Catherine Dougherty
Grey Gate Media, LLC
978-1-61807-050-0

**Finalist**

*It Burns a Lovely Light* by Penny McCann Pennington
CreateSpace
978-1301124848
Fiction: Cross Genre

Winner
The Belief in Angels by J. Dylan Yates
She Writes Press
978-1938314643

Finalist
Cliff of the Ruin by Bonnie McKernan
Abbott Press
978-1-4582-0670-1

Finalist
Finding Flipper Frank by Patrick M. Garry
Kenric Books
978-0-9833703-3-8

Finalist
Going for Kona by Pamela Fagan Hutchins
SkipJack Publishing
978-1-939889-18-8

Finalist
Spirit Made Smaller by Phillip Douglas
Book Publishers Network
978-1-940-589-23-9

Fiction: Fantasy

Winner
Atlantis Rising by T.A. Barron
Philomel Books, a division of Penguin Group USA
978-0-399-25757-5

Finalist
Merlin: The Book of Magic by T.A. Barron
Philomel Books, a division of Penguin Group USA
978-0-399-24741-5

Finalist
The Heartlight Saga by T.A. Barron
Puffin Books, a division of Penguin Group USA
978-0-14-751032-7

Fiction: General

Winner
Favors and Lies by Mark Gilleo
The Story Plant
978-1-61188-145-5

Finalist
11 Stories by Chris Cander
Rubber Tree Press
978-0988946507

Finalist
An Absent Mind by Eric Rill
Avante Press
978-0-9910144-0-8

Finalist
Botticelli's Bastard by Stephen Maitland-Lewis
Glyd-Evans Press
978-0-9832596-8-8

Finalist
City of Whores by Mark B. Perry
Starboard Home Press
978-0991419302

Finalist
Mistaken Enemy: A Zach Miller Thriller by Dennis A. Nehamen
**Fiction: Historical**

**Winner**
*It Happened at the Fair* by Deeanne Gist  
*Simon & Schuster*  
*978-1451692372*

**Finalist**
*Botticelli's Bastard* by Stephen Maitland-Lewis  
*Glyd-Evans Press*  
*978-0-9832596-8-8*

**Finalist**
*Flesh on the Bone* by Karen Schutte  
*Green Spring Publishing*  
*978-0-9904095-0-2*

**Finalist**
*Magnolia City* by Duncan W. Alderson  
*Kensington Books*  
*978-0-7582-9275-9*

**Finalist**
*My Lady Viper (Tales From the Tudor Court)* by E. Knight  
*Knight Media, LLC*  
*978-0990324508*

**Finalist**
*The Fig Orchard* by Layla Fiske  
*Rancho Publishing, LLC*  
*978-0-9894554-0-4*

**Finalist**
*Uncompahgre: Where Water Turns Red Rock* by Reid Lance Rosenthal  
*Rockin' Sr Publishing*  
*978-0982157671*

**Fiction: LGBTQ**

**Winner**
*Chip Off the Ice Block Murder* by Jessie Chandler  
*Midnight Ink*  
*978-0738739397*

**Finalist**
*Close by* by Erika Raskin  
*Harvard Square Editions*  
*978-0-989053604*

**Finalist**
*Flair* by Mary Ellen Courtney  
*Bold Strokes Books*  
*978-1-60282-751-6*

**Finalist**
*Homestead* by Radclyffe  
*Bold Strokes Books*  
*978-1-60282-956-5*

**Finalist**
*The Search for Intelligent Life on Earth: A Story of Love* by Gerry Pirani  
*CreateSpace*  
*978-1497417748*

**Fiction: Literary**

**Winner**
*Outside In* by Doug Cooper  
*Greenleaf Book Group Press*  
*978-1626340046*

**Finalist**
*Spring Moon* by Mary Ellen Courtney  
*Porter Chance Books*  
*978-0989053604*
Fiction: Multicultural

**Winner**
*The Conjurer and other Azorean Tales* by Darrell Kastin
Tagus Press
978-1-933227-41-2

**Finalist**
Attorney-Client Privilege (Vernetta Henderson Series Book 4) by Pamela Samuels Young
Goldman House Publishing
978-0981562797

**Finalist**
Maps of Fate, Book Two by Reid Lance Rosenthal
Rockin' SR Publishing
978-0-982157833

**Finalist**
Uncompaghre: Where Water Turns Red Rock by Reid Lance Rosenthal
Rockin’ Sr Publishing
978-0982157671

Fiction: Mystery/Suspense

**Winner**
*Baudelaire's Revenge* by Bob Van Laerhoven
Pegasus Books
978-1-605985480

**Finalist**
Botticelli's Bastard by Stephen Maitland-Lewis
Glyd-Evans Press
978-0-9832596-8-8

**Finalist**
Dukkha Unloaded: A Sam Reeves Martial Arts Thriller by Loren W. Christensen
YMAA Publication Center, Inc
978-1-59439-283-2

**Finalist**
Enzan The Far Mountain: A Connor Burke Martial Arts Thriller by John Donohue
YMAA Publication Center, Inc
978-159439-281-8

**Finalist**
Solomon's Whisper by Sandra Brannan
Greenleaf Book Group
978-1-62634-119-7

**Finalist**
Strong Darkness by Jon Land
Forge Books
978-0765335111

Fiction: New Age

**Winner**
*Mogollon: A Tale of Mysticism & Mayhem* by Sandy Nathan
Vilasa Press
978-1-937927-07-3

**Finalist**
The Holy Universe: A New Story of Creation for the Heart, Soul, and Spirit by David Christopher
New Story Press
978-0-9859339-0-6

Fiction: Religious

**Winner**
*Take Back the Morning* by Evan Howard
Wilcox Publishing Group
978-0-578-13532-8

**Finalist**
Fields of the Fatherless by Elaine Marie Cooper
Lighthouse Publishing of the Carolinas
978-1-938499-92-0

**Finalist**
Seventh Dimension: The King, Book 2 by Lorilyn Roberts
CreateSpace
Fiction: Romance

Winner
Fighting For You by Sydney Landon
Penguin Publishing
978-0451-468956

Finalist
Pierced by Sydney Landon
CreateSpace
978-1500598433

Finalist
Postcards in the Attic by Jackie Bradley
Little Creek Press
978-0-9896431-7-7

Finalist
Sweet Contradiction by Peggy Martinez
Crimson Tree Publishing
978-1940534688

Finalist
The Purest of the Breed by Tracy Tappan
B. Reed Publishing
978-0-9912613-3-8

Finalist
Uncompahgre: Where Water Turns Red Rock by Reid Lance Rosenthal
Rockin’ Sr Publishing
978-0962157871

Fiction: Science Fiction

Winner
Traveler's HOT L: The Time Travelers Resort by C.R. Downing
Koehler Books
978-1-938467-89-9

Finalist
Never Forgotten by Kelly Risser
Clean Teen Publishing
978-1940534534

Finalist
The Last Orphans by N.W. Harris
Clean Teen Publishing
978-1940534893

Fiction: Short Story

Winner
Goodnight Nobody by Ethel Rohan
Queen’s Ferry Press
978-1-938466-14-4

Finalist
A Short Walk to the Other Side by Matthew J. Pallamary
Mystic Ink Publishing
978-0615949482

Finalist
Flying Carpets by Hedy Habra
Interlink Publishing
978-1-56656-957-6

Finalist
No Turning Back: Stories by Dan Burns
Chicago Arts Press
978-0991169405

Finalist
Tell Him You Saw Me by Stephen March
River City Publishing
978-1-57966-092-5

Finalist
The Map Maker: An Illustrated Short Story About How Each of Us Sees the World Differently and Why Objectivity is Just an Illusion by Brandon Royal
Maven Publishing
978-1-897393-14-7

Fiction: Thriller/Adventure

Winner

Winner
Strong Darkness by Jon Land
Forge Books
978-0765335111

Finalist
Deadly Echoes by Philip Donlay
Oceanview Publishing
978-1-60809-109-6

Finalist
G8 by Mike Brogan
Lighthouse Publishing
978-0-9846173-0-2

Finalist
SWEAT by Mark Gilleo
The Story Plant
978-161188051-9

Finalist
The Disposables by David Putnam
Oceanview Publishing
978-1-60809-118-8

Finalist
Trilemma by Jennifer Mortimer
Oceanview Publishing
978-1-60809-112-6

Fiction: Visionary

Winner
Mystic Tea by Rea Nolan Martin
WiaWaka Press
978-09910322-1-1

Finalist
Confessions of a Self-Help Writer: The Journal of Michael Enzo by Benjamin DeHaven
Lagniappe Publishing
978-0969912686

Finalist
The Transhumanist Wager by Zoltan Istvan
Futurity Imagine Media, LLC
978-0-988616110

Fiction: Western

Winner
Because of the Camels by Brenda Blair
Siwa Publishing
978-0-9850470-0-9

Finalist
Leroy Watches Jr. & The Badass Bull by Sandy Nathan
Vilasa Press
978-1-937927-13-4

Finalist
Return to Sierra Valley: A California Cowboy's Quest for Adventure by Arthur Rathburn
Fort Dane Books LLC
978-0-9960162-0-9

Finalist
Saving Grace by Sandy James
James Gang Publishing
978-1-940295-04-6

Fiction: Young Adult

Winner
The Heartlight Saga by T.A. Barron
Puffin Books, a division of Penguin Group USA
978-0-14-751032-7

Finalist
Atlantis Rising by T.A. Barron Philomel Books, a division of Penguin Group USA
978-0-399-25757-5

Finalist
Hidden Monster by Amanda Strong
Clean Teen Publishing
978-1940534930

Finalist
Merlin: The Book of Magic by T.A. Barron
Philomel Books, a division of Penguin Group USA
978-0-399-24741-6

Finalist
The Belief in Angels by J. Dylan Yates
She Writes Press
978-1938314643
Gay & Lesbian Non-Fiction

Winner
Enter Miss Thang by Brian Edwards
Archway Publishing
978-1-480801714

Finalist
Lesbian Marriage: A Love and Sex Forever Kit by Kim Chernin and Renate Stendhal
lesbianloveforever.com
978-0615992365

Finalist
The Harlot's Guide to Classy Cocktails by Jeza Belle
Outskirts Press
978-1-4787-3281-5

Finalist
The Peace Seeker: One Woman's Battle in the Church's War on Homosexuality by Susan E. Gilmore
Peace Seeker Press
978-0-615-96692-2

Health: Addiction & Recovery

Winner
Generation Rx: Story of Dope, Death, and America's Opiate Crisis by Erin Marie Daly
Counterpoint Press
978-1619022911

Finalist
If You Leave Me, Can I Come With You? 365 Daily Humorous Meditations for Al-Anons & Codependents by Misti B.
Lightstepper
978-0990356004

Finalist
NAKED: Stripped by a Man and Hurricane Katrina by Julie Freed, PhD
Ant Press
978-1499184358

Finalist
Stress Pandemic: 9 Natural Steps to Break the Cycle of Stress & Thrive by Paul Huljich
MWellA Publishing
978-0-9848204-0-5

Health: Aging/50+

Winner
101 Awesome Things to Do for Someone Who's Sick by Elaine Wilkes, PhD
W2
978-1492967392

Finalist
Age To Perfection: How to Thrive to 100, Happy, Healthly, and Wise by Mark Anderson, MD, DABFM, Walter Gaman, MD, FABFM, FCFP and Judith K. Gaman, BSHS, CMA, CCRC
George House Publishing
978-0-9840731-2-2

Finalist
I Care: A Handbook for Care Partners of People with Dementia by Jennifer Brush & Kerry Mills
Balboa Press
978-1-4525-9073-8

Finalist
Rosie Press
978-0-9907125-0-3

Finalist
Shifting Gears to Your Life & Work After Retirement by Carolee Duckworth & Marie Langworthy
New Cababy Press
978-0984513611

Finalist
Stay or Move? How to Talk to a Senior About Their Changing Needs and Retirement Residences by Marie-Claude Giguère
Helping Seniors
978-0-98784173-0-0

Health: Alternative Medicine

Winner
Love Your Body: Your Path to Transformation, Health & Healing by Barry Taylor, ND
I own You Press
978-0-98784173-0-0
Finalist
Adrenaline Dominance: A Revolutionary Approach to Wellness by Michael E. Platt, M.D.
Clancy Lane Publishing
978-0-9776883-1-1

Finalist
Herbs of Siddha Medicine by Dr. J. Raamachandran
Dr. J. Raamachandran
978-81-906123-1-9

Finalist
The Dance of Your Core Healing: Transforming Your Mind, Body & Soul in the New World by Angelika Maria Koch
Medica Nova Publishing
978-0988837904

Health: Cancer

Winner
Cedar Fort/Plain Sight
978-1462113231

Finalist
Our Journey with Prostate Cancer: Empowering Strategies for Patients and Families by Judith Anne Desjardins, LCSW, BCD, MSWAC
Spirit House Publishing
978-0-9904994-0-4

Health: Death & Dying

Winner
Refined By Fire: A Journey of Grief and Grace by Mary Potter Kenyon
Familius
978-1-939629-34-0

Finalist
Daughters, Dads, and the Path Through Grief: Tales from Italian America by Donna DiCello, Psy.D., and Lorraine Mangione, Ph.D.
Impact Publishers, Inc.
978-1-886230-95-8

Finalist
How to Survive the Worst that can Happen: A Parent's Step by Step Guide to Healing After the Loss of a Child by Sandy Peckinpah
Balboa Press
978-1-4525-8226-9

Finalist
More Than I Could Ever Know: How I Survived Caregiving by Dale L. Baker
Msdale Publications
978-1496142894

Health: Diet & Exercise

Winner
40 Days to Enlightened Eating by Elise Cantrell
Balboa Press
978-1-4525-5467-9

Finalist
Friends with the Scale: How to Turn Your Scale Into a Powerful Weight Loss Tool by Linda Spangle, RN, MA
SunQuest Media
978-0-9767057-1-0

Finalist
No Excuses: The Fit Mind - Fit Body Strategy Book by Lorii Myers
Leda Publishing Corp.
978-0986790072

Finalist
Simplified Tai Chi Chuan, 2nd Edition Revised: 24 Postures with Applications and Standard 48 Postures by Master Liang, Shou-Yu and Wen-Ching Wu
YMAA Publication Center, Inc
978-1-59439-278-8

Finalist
Younger Next Week: Your Ultimate RX to Reverse the Clock, Boost Energy and Look and Feel Younger in 7 Days by Elisa Zied
Harlequin Nonfiction
978-0-373-89283-9

Health: General

Winner
Questioning Protocol by Randi Redmond Oster
Well Path Press
978-0-9899120-0-6

Finalist
Health: Medical Reference

Winner
A-Fib, Inc.
978-0-984951406

Health: Psychology and Mental Health

Winner
Sailing on Broken Pieces: Essential Survival Skills for Recovery from Mental Illness by Gary Rhule
Morgan James Publishing
978-1-61449-942-9

Finalist
Get Unstuck: Get Out of Status Quo, and Get Past Go! by Rémy Chassé
Amazon
978-1484135433

Finalist
Stress Pandemic: 9 Natural Steps to Break the Cycle of Stress & Thrive by Paul Huljich
MWellA Publishing
978-0-9848204-0-5

Finalist
The Couple's Guide to Thriving with ADHD by Melissa Orlov and Nancie Kohlenberger
Specialty Press, Inc.
978-1-937761-10-3

Health: Women's Health

Winner
Younger Next Week: Your Ultimate RX to Reverse the Clock, Boost Energy and Look and Feel Younger in 7 Days by Elisa Zied
Harlequin Nonfiction
978-0-373-89283-9

History: General

Winner
The Buddha From Babylon: The Lost History and Cosmic Vision of Siddhartha Gautama by Harvey Kraft
SelectBooks, Inc.
978-1590791431

Finalist
Shot Down: The True Story of Pilot Howard Snyder and the Crew of the B-17 Susan Ruth by Steve Snyder
Sea Breeze Publishing LLC
978-0-986076008

Finalist
Swords in Their Hands: George Washington and the Newburgh Conspiracy by Dave Richards
Psigah Press, LLC
978-0985387587

Finalist
Wheel Fever: How Wisconsin Became a Great Bicycling State by Jesse J. Gant & Nicholas J. Hoffman
Wisconsin Historical Society Press
978-087020-613-9

Finalist
Young Soldiers Amazing Warriors: Inside One of the Most Highly Decorated Battalions of Vietnam by Robert H. Sholly
Stonywood Publications
978-0-9798652-3-3

History: Military

Winner
Fields of War: Battle of Normandy by Robert Mueller
French Battlefields
978-0-9823677-3-5

Finalist
Embedded Enemy: The Insider Threat by Bart E. Womack
Inspire On Purpose
978-0-9898008-0-8

Finalist
Pain and Purpose in the Pacific by Richard Carl Bright
Trafford
978-1-49072-152-1
Finalist
Shot Down: The True Story of Pilot Howard Snyder and the Crew of the B-17 Susan Ruth by Steve Snyder
Sea Breeze Publishing LLC
978-0-986076008

Finalist
Young Soldiers Amazing Warriors: Inside One of the Most Highly Decorated Battalions of Vietnam by Robert H. Sholly
Stonywood Publications
978-0-9796652-3-3

History: United States

Winner
Away From the White House: Presidential Escapes, Retreats, and Vacations by Lawrence L. Knutson
White House Historical Association
978-1-931917-40-7

Finalist
Banning DDT: How Citizen Activists in Wisconsin Led the Way by Bill Berry
Wisconsin Historical Society Press
978-0-87020-644-3

Finalist
Men of Schiff: A History of the Professional Scouters Who Built the Boy Scouts of America by Winston R. Davis
Winston R. Davis
978-0-578-11283-1

Finalist
My Fellow Americans: Scouting, Diversity, and the U.S. Presidency by David C. Scott
WindRush Publishers
978-098590970-3

Home & Garden

Winner
American Botanical Paintings: Native Plants of the Mid Atlantic, edited by Bonnie Driggers
Lydia Inglett, Ltd. Book Publishing
978-1938417115

Humor

Winner
Enter Miss Thang by Brian Edwards
Archway Publishing
978-1-480901714

Finalist
A Nobody in a Somebody World: My Hollywood Life in Beverly Hills by Lorraine Holback Brodek
Tate Publishing
978-1-62147-195-0

Finalist
HomesPun Humor: Original Puns, Word Plays & Quips: A Compendium of Guffaws, Giggles, & Mirth by David R. Yale
A Healthy Relationship Press, LLC
978-0-9791966-7-8

Finalist
Lost in Suburbia: A Memoir, How I Got Pregnant, Lost Myself, and Got My Cool Back in the New Jersey Suburbs by Tracy Beckerman
Perigee Books, an Imprint of Penguin
978-0-399-15993-0

Finalist
The Book of Bart by Ryan Hill
Curiosity Quills
978-1620075470

Finalist
Welcome to Heidi by Heidi Clements
Humor Outcasts Press
978-0692216842

Law

Winner
Talent Wants to Be Free: Why We Should Learn to Love Leaks, Raids and Free Riding by Orly Lobel
Yale University Press
978-0300166279

Finalist
Anti-Bribery Leadership by Thomas Fox and Jon Rydberg
Self-Published
978-1494763251

Finalist
Arts Law Conversations: A Surprisingly Readable Guide for Arts Entrepreneurs by Elizabeth T. Russell
Ruly Press
978-0-976648017

Finalist
How to Find Chinese Investors, Agents & Clients for Your EB-5 Projects & Services: A Practical Guide for Regional Centers,
New Age: Non-Fiction

Winner
Travels with My Father: Life, Death, and a Psychic Detective by Nancy Myer
GoodKnight Books
978-0-9885025-0-5

Finalist
Magical Living: Essays for the New Age by Bob Makransky
Dear Brutus Press
978-1-499270337

Finalist
Make Me Alive...Again, book one "Death is the Beginning" by Kay Zadanieski and Marie Segovia
Inspire Publications
978-0988911512

Finalist
Money and Manifesting II by Dyan Garris
Journeymakers Inc.
978-0-9841142-9-0

Finalist
Soul Releasement: Assisting Souls into the Light by Barbara M. Hardie
Crystal Clear Publishing
978-0-9837533-1-5

Non-Fiction: Multicultural

Winner
The Portal of Light by Anthony Garcia
Journey of Exodus-Jornada de Exódo
978-0-990373995

Finalist
100+ Native American Women Who Changed the World by KB Schaller
The Peppertree Press
978-1-61493-216-1

Finalist
Mataluna: 151 Afghan Pashto Proverbs by Edward Zellem
Cultures Direct Press
978-0692215180

Finalist
The Bingo Queens of Oneida: How Two Moms Started Tribal Gaming in Wisconsin by Mike Hoeff
Wisconsin Historical Society Press
978-0-87020-652-8

Finalist
Two Countries...Two Loves by Irma Schettini Caiazzo
Dorrance Publishing Co. Inc.
978-1-4809-0241-1

Non-Fiction: Narrative

Winner
Generation Rx: Story of Dope, Death, and America's Opiate Crisis by Erin Marie Daly
Counterpoint Press
978-1619022911

Finalist
In the Footsteps of Greatness by Josh Mathe
3L Publishing
978-0-692-23027-5

Finalist
Karmic Alibi: Gaining Expedient Wisdom by Leaving Your Excuses Behind by Patricia Karen Gagic
Bettie Young Books/Burress Books
978-1940784298

Finalist
Love and the Mystery of Betrayal: Recovering Your Faith and Trust after Trauma, Deception, and Loss of Love by Sandra Lee Dennis
West County Press
978-0986068423

Finalist
See You Tomorrow...Reclaiming the Beacon of Hope by Dr. Gary Matloff
High Street Publishing
978-0989921800

Finalist
Waking Up White, and Finding Myself in the Story of Race by Debby Irving
Parenting & Family

Winner
Tilt: 7 Solutions To Be A Guilt-Free Working Mom by Marci Fair
Paccochel Press, LLC
978-0-615859897

Finalist
Boy Without Instructions: Surviving the Learning Curve of Parenting a Child with ADHD by Penny Williams
Grace-Everett Press
978-0-9916178-0-7

Finalist
Coming Around: Parenting Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Kids by Anne Dohrenwend, PhD, ABPP
New Horizon Press
978-0-88282-393-6

Finalist
Love Loudly: Lessons in Family Crisis, Communication, and Hope by Mark C. Cripe
Writers of the Round Table Press
978-1-939418-62-4

Finalist
Momma Love: How the Mother Half Lives by Ali Smith
Thunder Baby Press
978-0-9887551-0-9

Finalist
Raise the Child You've Got: Not the One You Want by Nancy Rose
Braeside Press
978-0-9889038-0-7

Finalist
Raising Parents Raising Kids: Hands-on Wisdom for the Next Generation by Dawn Menken
Belly Song Press
978-0-9852667-4-5

Performing Arts – Film, Theater, Dance, Music

Winner
Guitar Encyclopedia by Brian Tarquin
Allworth Press
978-1621534068

Finalist
Dancing to My Heartbeat: A Mother and Daughter's Journey from Victim to Victorious by Deborah Lysholm, contributing author: Kristin Freya
Beavor's Pond Press
978-1-59298-991-1

Finalist
Flashback Publishing
978-0-9835761-9-8

Finalist
Who Nuked the Duke? by John William Law
Aplomb Publishing
978-0-9892475-1-1

Philosophy

Winner
Embrace of the Daimon: Healing through the Subtle Energy Body: Jungian Psychology & the Dark Feminine by Sandra Lee Dennis, Ph.D.
LK Enterprises
978-1-939812-03-2

Finalist
Return to Order: From a Frenzied Economy to an Organic Christian Society – Where We've Been, How We Got Here, and Where We Need to Go by John Horvat II
York Press
978-0-9882148-0-4

Photography

Winner
Johsel Namkung: A Retrospective
Cosgrove Editions
978-0-9779787-1-7

Finalist
Chinese Turkestan: A Photographic Journey Through an Ancient Civilization by Ryan Pyle
Ryan Pyle Productions
978-0992864408

Finalist
Columbia University in Pictures by Lenny Pridatko
Luminance Press
Finalist
Looking at Art: The Art of Looking by Richard Nagler
Heyday Books
978-1-59714-268-7

Finalist
One Small Farm: Photographs of a Wisconsin Way of Life by Craig Schreiner
Wisconsin Historical Society Press
978-0-87020-617-7

Finalist
Reflections: Exploring Coastal Carolina, essays and poems by Margie Tolly, photography by Marco Tressel
Lydia Inglett, Ltd. Book Publishing
978-1-936417-10-6

Finalist
The Lure of Longboat Key~ Sunrise to Sunset by Mary Lou Johnson
A Thousand Words Publishing
978-098876704

Poetry: General

Winner
Tea in Heliopolis by Hedy Habra
Press 53
978-1-935708-76-6

Finalist
Medic Against Bomb: A Doctor's Poetry of War by Frederick Foote
Grayson Books
978-0-9913861-1-6

Finalist
My Father, Humming by Jonathan Gillman
Antrim House Books
978-1-936482-37-5

Finalist
Rising, Falling, All of Us by Thelma T. Reyna
Golden Foothills Press
978-0692218815

Finalist
The Weight of Snow: New & Selected Poems by B.L. Bruce
Black Swift Press
978-0-9914503-1-2

Finalist
Wild Life: New and Selected Poems by Jamie K. Reaser
Hiraeth Press
978-0-989430-0-1

Finalist
Words May Go by T. Wagner
Quill and Parchment Press
978-0-976-4244-7-5

Religion: Christian Inspirational

Winner
Great Expectations: An Adoption Story and Devotional by Meta Wohlrabe Nelson
Crosslink Publishing
978-1-936746-95-8

Finalist
Be Bolder Growin' Older: Overcoming the Temptations of Old Age by Bruce Leiter
Crosslink Publishing
978-1-936746-76-7

Finalist
Breathing Holes: Stories Supplying Fresh Air for Unconventional People by Marty Kaarre
Still Peak Press
978-0-98604-64-0-7

Finalist
Embracing Charlie by Mindy Lynn
CreateSpace
978-1-5003-0736-3

Finalist
For You, My Husband by Melissa Moxley
Crosslink Publishing
978-0-9852896-6-9

Finalist
God Speaks by Teresa Robbins
Diamond DMT Publishing
978-0-9837638-4-0

Finalist
On a Quest for Christ: Tracing the Footsteps of Your Spiritual Journey by Lisa Are Wulf
Spiritual Formation House
978-1938042003
**Religion: Christianity**

**Winner**
The Gospel of John, Photographed by The Apostle John, with photography by David Kevin Weaver
Four Line Media
978-0-615-46198-2

**Finalist**
A Bead and a Prayer: A Beginner’s Guide to Protestant Prayer Beads by Kristen E. Vincent
Upper Room Books
978-0-8358-1217-7

**Finalist**
Doubtbusters! God is My Shrink! by Bruce Leiter
Dog Ear Publishing
978-1-4575-0795-3

**Finalist**
Freestyle: Reflections on Faith, Family, Justice, and Pop Culture by Michael W. Waters
Fresh Air Books (an imprint of Upper Room Books)
978-1-935205-19-7

**Finalist**
Organizing You: Finding Your Spiritual Clutter and Using Organization to Clear it Out by Shannon Upton
Crosslink Publishing
978-1-936746-74-3

**Finalist**
Saffron Cross: The Unlikely Story of How a Christian Minister Married a Hindu Monk by J. Dana Trent
Fresh Air Books (an imprint of Upper Room Books)
978-1-935205-16-6

**Religion: Eastern Religions**

**Winner**
The Buddha From Babylon: The Lost History and Cosmic Vision of Siddhartha Gautama by Harvey Kraft
SelectBooks, Inc.
978-1590791431

**Finalist**
Song of the Lord: The Bhagavad Gita by Thomas Paul Emerson
Innersights
978-1467981880

**Finalist**
The Portal of Light by Anthony Garcia
Journey of Exodus-Jornado de Exídio
978-0990373905

**Religion: General**

**Winner**
Before the Door of God: An Anthology of Devotional Poetry, edited by Jay Hopler & Kimberly Johnson
Yale University Press
978-0-300-16305-6

**Finalist**
Fighting the Good Fight: Healing and Advocacy after Clergy Sexual Assault by Carolyn Waterstradt, MA, MSW
Splattered Ink Press
978-0-9845542-7-1

**Finalist**
The Gospel of John, Photographed by The Apostle John, with photography by David Kevin Weaver
Four Line Media
978-0-615-46198-2

**Finalist**
The Mythology of Eden by Arthur George and Elena George
Hamilton Books, an imprint of Rowman and Littlefield
978-0-7618-6288-8

**Finalist**
Universal Aspects of the Kabbalah & Judaism by Leo Schaya, edited by Roger Gaetani
World Wisdom
978-1-936597-33-8

**Science**

**Winner**
Tweeting Da Vinci by Ann. C. Pizzorusso
Da Vinci Press
978-194061300

**Self-Help: General**

**Winner**
Stress Pandemic: 9 Natural Steps to Break the Cycle of Stress & Thrive by Paul Huljich
MWellA Publishing
978-0-9848204-0-5
Finalist
A Creative Toolkit of Meditations by William Blake
Balboa Press
978-1-4525-7439-4

Finalist
Actions Against Distractions: Managing Your Scattered, Disorganized, and Forgetful Mind by Geraldine Markel, Ph.D.
Managing Your Mind, LLC
978-0-615-58639-7

Finalist
Overcoming Shock: Healing the Traumatized Mind and Heart by Diane Zimberoff, LMFT and David Hartman, LICSW
New Horizon Press
978-0-88282-480-2

Finalist
Why You Drink and How to Stop: Journey to Freedom by Veronica Valli
Ebby Publishing
978-0-9896414-0-1

Self-Help: Motivational

Winner
Eight Step Recovery: Using the Buddha’s Teachings to Overcome Addiction by Valerie Mason-John and Dr. Paramabandhu Groves
Windhorse Publications
978-1909314023

Finalist
Adventure Inward: A Risk Taker's Book of Quotes by Jonathan J. Wunrow
Life Is Twisted Press
978-0-9851181-4-6

Finalist
Forty Days Off Facebook (A Pivotal Journey) by Ryan G. Beale
Detroit Sparks, LLC
978-0989246040

Finalist
Healing Your Life with Water: How to use your Mind Body and Water connection to Awaken your Inner Fountain of Youth by Diana E. Ruiz
Aviva Publishing
978-1483512335

Finalist
The OPA! Way: Finding Joy & Meaning in Everyday Life & Work by Alex Pattakos and Elaine Dundon
BenBella Books, Inc.
978-1-940363-25-7

Self-Help: Relationships

Winner
Partners in Passion: A Guide to Great Sex, Emotional Intimacy and Long-Term Love by Mark A Michaels and Patricia Johnson
Cleis Press
978-1-62778-028-5

Finalist
Date Like a Grownup: Anecdotes, Admissions of Guilt & Advice Between Friends by Heather Dugan
HDC Press
978-0-9913493-0-2

Finalist
Hearts Entwined: The Love Letters of Therapist-Soulmates by Kathryn Elliott, Ph.D. & James Elliott, Ph.D.
Anthetics Institue Press
978-0-9644220-2-6

Finalist
How to Marry the Right Guy by Dr. Charles D. Schmitz and Dr. Elizabeth A. Schmitz
Braircliff Publishing
978-0980055450

Finalist
Tending Fences: Building Safe and Healthy Relationship Boundaries; The Parables of Avery Soul by Terry Barnett-Martin
True Purpose Publishing
978-0991072767

Finalist
Unbreak My Heart by Susan Morrow
HTA Books
978-0-982286487

Finalist
Wife for Life: The Power to Succeed in Marriage by Ramona Zabriskie
Wife for Life
978-0-692-27388-3

Social Change

Winner
Hope into Practice Jewish Women Choosing Justice Despite Our Fears by Penny Rosenwasser
Penny Rosenwasser
978-0-9889187-0-2
Spirituality: General

Winner
The Holy Universe: A New Story of Creation for the Heart, Soul, and Spirit by David Christopher
New Story Press
978-0-9859339-0-6

Finalist
Journey into Consciousness: One Woman's Story of Spiritual Awakening with Tools to Assist You on Your Own Journey by Shelly Wilson
Bluebird House Publications
978-0615932217

Finalist
Life In Transition: An Intuitive Path to New Beginnings by Servet Hasan
Llewellyn Worldwide Publications
978-0-7387-3833-8

Finalist
Perceptual Integration: The Mechanics of Awakening by Gary Sherman
Inner Harmonics Press
978-1-886594173

Finalist
Spirituality 101 for the Dropouts of the School of Life by Ivan Fiqueroa-Otero
CreateSpace
978-0-991506-5-3-2

Finalist
The Gentle Way of the Heart: Discover the Light Within by Anders Nilsson
Nordic Light Books
978-0-9892746-0-9

Spirituality: Inspirational

Winner
The Rainbow Bridge: Bridge to Inner Peace and to World Peace by Brent N. Hunter
Spirit Rising Productions
978-0991206445

Finalist
Deep in the Wave: A Surfing Guide to the Soul by Bear Woznick
Center Street
978-0-892968299

Finalist
Emaho Tibet! Blessings from the Land of the Snows by Simhananda
Orange Palm Publications
978-1-928016-00-7

Finalist
Inner Guidance: Our Divine Birthright by Anne Archer Butcher
Eckankar
978-1-57043-385-6

Finalist
One Day at a Time by Richard E. Whitaker
Word Association
978-1-59571-816-7

Finalist
Unbound Intelligence: Discover the God Within by Rejeev Kurapati
Pranova
978-0991171200

Sports

Winner
The Art of Competition by Mark Allen
Grip Press
978-0-9895115-1-3

Finalist
50 Best Tailwaters to Fly Fish by Terry & Wendy Gunn
Stonefly Press
978-1-939226-04-4
Travel: Guides & Essays

Winner
The Middle Kingdom Ride: Two Brothers, Two Motorcycles, One Incredible Journey Around China by Ryan Pyle and Colin Pyle
G219 Productions
978-0957576216

Finalist
"100 People to Meet Before You Die" Travel to Exotic Cultures by Jackie Chase
AdventureTravelPress.com
978-1937630-94-2

Finalist
Eat Smart in Germany: How to Decipher the Menu, Know the Market Foods & Embark on a Tasting Adventure by Mary Bergin
Ginkgo Press
978-0-9776801-4-6

Finalist
Analemma Press
978-0-9633804-7-4

Finalist
Solo Roma Inc.
978-0-9773093-1-3

Finalist
The India Ride: Two Brothers, Two Motorcycles, One Incredible Journey by Ryan Pyle and Colin Pyle
G219 Productions
978-0957576247

Finalist
Weeds in the Garden of Eden: A Journey back to family roots, and life in a traditional Croatian village by Barbara Unkovic
Austin MaCauley
978-1849635479

True Crime: Non-Fiction

Winner
Dangerous Odds: My Secret Life Inside an Illegal Billion Dollar Sports Betting Operation by Marisa Lankester
Cappuccino Books
978-3906196008

Finalist
A Need to Kill: The True-Crime Account of John Joubert, Nebraska's Most Notorious Serial Child Killer by Mark Pettit
Mark Pettit
978-0988928312

Finalist
Buccaneer: The Provocative Odyssey of Jack Reed: Adventurer, Drug Smuggler, and Pilot Extraordinaire by Jack Carlton Reed and MayCay Beeler
Strategic Media Books
978-1939521088

Finalist
Death Dealer: How Cops and Cadaver Dogs Brought a Killer to Justice by Kate Clark Flora
New Horizon Press
978-0-88282-474-5

Finalist
Lucky Luciano: Mysterious Tales of a Gangland Legend by Christian Cipollini
Strategic Media Books
978-1939521125

Finalist
The Sixteenth Rail by Adam J. Schrager
Fulcrum Publishing
978-1-55591-716-6

Women's Issues

Winner
Half A Piece of Cloth, the Courage of Africa's Countless Widows by Jane L. Crane
Hearkening Press
978-0-615-97125-4
Finalist
A Mother's Story: Angie Doesn't Live Here Anymore by Maggie C. Romero
Mercury Heartlink
978-1940769141

Finalist
Fighting the Good Fight: Healing and Advocacy after Clergy Sexual Assault by Carolyn Waterstradt, MSW
Splattered Ink Press
978-0-9848542-7-1

Finalist
Invisible Girl by Cynthia Luce
Seraph Books, LLC
978-0991176014

Finalist
NAKED: Stripped by a Man and Hurricane Katrina by Julie Freed, PhD
Ant Press
978-1499184358

Young Adult: Non-Fiction

Winner
If You Tell Me, I Can Fly! by Sharon Thayer, Illustrated by Linda Nagy
Carousel Publishing
978-0-9766239-1-5

Finalist
Eagle of Delight: Portrait of the Plains Indian Girl in the White House by Jean A. Lukesh
Field Mouse Productions
978-0-9647586-8-1

Finalist
The Girl Who Gave Her Wish Away by Sharon Babineau
Bettie Young Book Publishers
978-1-936332-96-0

Finalist
Unplug & Play! 50 Games That Don't Need Charging by Brad Berger
Keller International Publishing Corp.
978-0-9910262-0-3
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